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The Green's function between two receivers can be retrieved using seismic interferometry (SI) by cross-
correlation, as if one of the receivers were a virtual seismic source. When the wavefields experience intrinsic
losses during propagation, non-physical arrivals (ghosts) would appear in the retrieved result. These ghosts
are a result of internal reflections inside the different layers lying between the subsurface sources and the re-
ceivers. Recent studies have introduced a stable method to monitor the layer-specific changes in quality factor
(Q) using the ghosts retrieved by SI applied to a horizontal-well data. However, drilling a horizontal well is
much more complicated and expensive than drilling a conventional vertical well. Because of this, we show
here how the Q-estimation method introduced for the horizontal well can be adapted to monitor layer-specific
changes of Q using a vertical well. In order to improve the accuracy of the Q-estimation, we propose a grid-
searching method to detect the optimal effective Q. We illustrate our method using numerically modelling
data from a horizontal and a vertical well.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Estimation of the quality factor (Q) has a great potential to enhance
our knowledge of rock properties. Furthermore, reliable Q-estimation is
a prerequisite for standardized inverse Q-filters used to compensate for
the anelastic attenuation of the seismic waves. In spite of the broad
variety of available methods for Q-computation, only a few techniques,
such as the spectral-ratio method and the central-frequency-shift
method, are widely accepted. Still, even these two methods suffer
from the problem of instability.

For example, the spectral-ratio (SR) method directly compares
frequency spectra of two waveforms ((McDonal et al., 1958; Hauge,
1981; Stainsby and Worthington, 1985; Tonn, 1991)). However, it
often appears unstable in practice because of fluctuations inherent in
the frequency spectrum of any individual waveform ((White, 1992;
Parolai, 2014)). The central-frequency-shift method estimates the
shifting quantity of the central or peak frequency froma reference signal
to analysis the change of theQ-values ((Quan andHarris, 1997; Liu et al.,
1998; Zhang and Ulrych, 2002; Matsushima et al., 2016)). This method,
which also depends on individual waveforms, is not stable either as it is
strongly depends on the variation of the signal-to-noise ratio in the
Engineering, Delft University of
s.
.s.draganov@tudelft.nl
ail.com (Y. Hu),
spectra. Wang (2014) improved the stability by conducting Q-analysis
on an integrated observation. As follows from the above, development
of a robust method for Q-estimation is important.

Recently, Draganov et al. (2010) proposed an alternativemethod for
estimating effective Q-values. They showed how the layer-specific
changes in velocity and Q can be estimated and monitored using
non-physical arrivals (ghosts) in the results retrieved from seismic in-
terferometry (SI). It has been shown that the Green's function between
two receivers can be retrieved using seismic interferometry by cross-
correlation, as if one of the receivers were a virtual seismic source
(e.g., Campillo and Paul, 2003; Schuster et al., 2004; Snieder, 2004;
Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). For the correct retrieval of the Green's
function, it is assumed that the two receivers are illuminated homoge-
neously by sources along a boundary enclosing the receivers. The utili-
zation of cross-correlation also assumes that the propagating waves
are not subjected to intrinsic losses. This is hardly the case for measure-
ments in the field. Still, SI by cross-correlation can be applied even in
mediumwith intrinsic losses and still retrieve the correct Green's func-
tion if the source distribution in themedium is not only along a surface,
but inside the complete volume surrounding the receivers (Snieder,
2007). The later is also not achievable in field measurements for explo-
ration and production. Several studies have shown the effects of the
intrinsic losses on the results retrieved from SI by cross-correlation
(e.g., Draganov et al., 2010, 2013). When multiple scattering occurs in
the lossymedium inside layers, the cross-correlation gives rise to ghosts
in the retrieved response. To use the retrieved ghosts to estimate the
layer-specific velocity and Q, as proposed by Draganov et al. (2010),
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Fig. 1. Subsurface model with receivers installed along a vertical (green triangles) and a
horizontal (yellow triangles) well. The vertical well is instrumented between depths o
100 m and 1090 m every 15 m, the horizontal well is instrumented between 3000 m
and 5000 m horizontal distance every 20 m. The propagation velocity in the layers is
denoted by Cp, while Q stands for quality factor.
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sufficiently long recordings are needed to capture enoughmultiple scat-
tering from inside the layers. When the recordings are insufficiently
long, Ruigrok (2012) proposed as a remedy to utilize only the earliest
such arrivals to estimate the Q above and the reflection coefficient at
the top of the specific ghost-producing layer. Draganov et al. (2015)
showed how the SI method of Ruigrok (2012) can be adapted to surface
waves reflected from subvertical interfaces to estimate the quality fac-
tor of themedium and the reflection coefficient at the subvertical inter-
face. The authors showed that recordings from two transient sources on
both sides of the two receivers are required.

According to Draganov et al. (2010), the SI method could act as an
alternative and stable method for Q-estimation. However, for that are
required sources in the subsurface that illuminate the receivers with a
comparable energy. Draganov et al. (2013) proposed in practice to use
recordings from a horizontal well. The authors showed that to utilize ef-
fectively the ghosts, they should be identified and further connected to
the specific subsurface layers that cause them to arise. The identification
and connection was achieved using data from a vertical well.

It is well known that drilling a horizontal well is a more complicated
process than drilling a conventional verticalwell. Compared to a vertical
well, the horizontal well costs much higher. Using the current technol-
ogy, a new horizontal well in the USA drilled from the surface costs 1.5
to 2.5 times more than a vertical well. A re-entry horizontal well costs
about 0.4 to 1.3 times a vertical-well cost (Joshi, 2003). That is why, it
is desirable to obtain the same or similar results in Q-estimation with
ghost arrivals from vertical-well data, rather than from horizontal-
well data.

In the following, we show how the method from Draganov et al.
(2013) can be adapted and applied to estimate the layer-specific
Q-values in the subsurface from vertical-well data. First, we apply the
SI method to synthetic seismic data from a horizontal-well geometry
to reviewhow to ghost arrivals are used for Q-estimate of specific layers.
In order to improve the accuracy of the Q-estimation, we propose a
quantitative method – 1-D grid searching – for the Q-compensation
procedure. Next, we present how to use polarity change of the retrieved
ghost events to estimate Q-values in a vertical-well geometry. Finally,
we conduct a comparison to summarize the advantages of the improved
SImethod using the vertical-well data. In fact, this work can be seen as a
continuation of to the SI method for Q-estimation described in
Draganov et al. (2013), andwe refer the reader to the specific literature
for more details.

2. Finite-difference modelling for seismic interferometry

We closely follow Draganov et al. (2013) to simulate a transmission
experiment using a 2-D acoustic finite-difference modelling scheme
(Thorbecke and Draganov, 2011). The first derivative of a Gaussian
wavelet with a centre frequency of 40 Hz is used as a source signature.
In the finite-difference modelling, we select a free surface for the top
boundary and perfectly matched layer absorbing-boundary conditions
are selected for the other three boundaries to avoid edge reflection
(Chew and Liu, 1996; Drossaert and Giannopoulos, 2007).

Fig. 1 shows themodel we used to simulate seismic recordings from
an impulsive source at the surface to receivers along a vertical well. For a
base survey, the model is given with a velocity of Qp

3 = 1800m/s, and a
quality factor Qp

3 = 80 in the third (reservoir) layer. Note, that using
only one surface source aims to reflect the fact that in practice the
surface-source aperture might be very limited. A dipole source at the
surface is located at 4000m horizontal distance. The horizontal well is
instrumented between 3000 m and 5000 m, with receivers placed
every 20 m. The receivers in the vertical well are deployed between
depth levels of 100 mm and 1090 m at a 15-m interval. The vertical
component of the particle velocity is recorded for the receivers in both
the horizontal well and the vertical well.

Responseswith a length of 4 s are recorded along the twowells from
the same source located at the surface. The time sampling is 2 ms. The
f

modelled recordings are shown in Fig. 2:a-b. In them,we can see the re-
flections from the horizontal and inclined layer boundaries and their
multiples, e.g., the linear inclined events in Fig. 2:b, but also the effects
of the anticline, e.g., the hyperbolic-like events in Fig. 2:b. We perform
SI by taking the autocorrelation of each trace in the horizontal well
Fig. 2:c and the vertical well Fig. 2:d. Using the horizontal well alone,
it is ambiguous to identify the retrieved ghosts due to the intrinsic losses
and connect them to the specific layers that cause them to appear.
Therefore, Draganov et al. (2013) proposed to make use of a vertical-
well geometry to achieve the identification, and then to proceed with
the Q-estimation using the horizontal well. We can easily distinguish
the retrieved ghosts from the retrieved physical events by the changing
polarity of the ghost events along the receivers in the vertical well. For
example, the four horizontal events retrieved at 0.13 s, 0.30 s, 0.35 s,
and 0.43 s are ghosts. More details about how to identify the ghosts
will be illustrated in the following sections.
3. Grid searching for Q-estimation

We apply SI by autocorrelating all traces in the transmission panel of
the horizontal well (Fig. 2:a) and then summing the autocorrelation
results (Fig. 3:a) together to obtain a zero-offset reflection trace for a
source and receiver at the surface (Fig. 3:b). The SI theory requires sum-
mation (integration) over a closed boundary. Aswe donot have a closed
subsurface-receiver boundary, we taper the autocorrelations gradually
to zero for receivers at both ends (Draganov et al., 2013).

Using the results of applying SI to the data from the vertical well,
which will be demonstrated later, we can unambiguously interpret
the ghosts and thickness of the second (0.3 s, 300 m), third (0.13 s,
120 m) and fourth (0.35 s, 390 m) layers. Based on this information,
we are be able to estimate the layer-specific Q-values and/or velocities.



ig. 2. Synthetic records of the base survey before and after seismic interferometry. Synthetic transmissionwavefield froma source at the surface recordedby receivers in (a) thehorizontal
ell and (b) the vertical well. (c) and (d) present the corresponding result of applying seismic interferometry by autocorrelation to each trace in (a) and (b), respectively. The blue boxes
how the ghost arrivals with polarity reversal.
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We apply a gain of e
tπ f0
Qtrial (Aki and Richards, 2002) (where f0 is the centre

frequency of the source wavelet) to the transmission panel (Fig. 2:a) to
proceed with the Q-compensation procedure of Draganov et al. (2010)
to estimate the effective Q-value of the overburden above a ghost-
producing layer. For aQtrial equal to the effective Q-value of the overbur-
den above a specific ghost-producing layer, the ghost arrival should dis-
appear in the retrieved zero-offset reflection trace (Fig. 3:b).

The Q-estimation procedure in Draganov et al. (2010, 2013) is,
strictly speaking, a qualitative method. The authors introduced the Q-
estimation method on synthetic data and demonstrated that the
method works by testing it for a few Qtrial values some of which were
chosen to be away from the true values and some to be the true values.
ig. 3. (a) The autocorrelated traces from the horizontal well of the base survey
repeated from Fig. 2:a). (b) The retrieved zero-offset reflection trace by summing the ig. 4. The obtained relationship between the scanning Qtrial and themaximum amplitude
In

F
(

autocorrelations in (a) together.
this work, we present a quantitative method for the Q-compensation
procedure – we use 1-D grid searching. First, we apply a series of scan-
ning Qtrial

i , i= 1…M (M= trial number) to compensate each trace in
the transmission panel before application of SI. Next, we compute the
maximum absolute amplitude inside a time window around the ghost
arrivals for each retrieved response:

αi
j ¼ max

����Ai
j tð Þ

����
� �

; ð1Þ

where, Aj
i(t) denotes the amplitude compensated with

Qtrial
i for the retrieved response at the jth trace, j = 1…N (N = trace

number); t denotes the time window between with the ghost arrivals.
Finally, we compute themean of all themaximumabsolute amplitudes:

εi ¼
XN
j¼1

α j=N: ð2Þ

When the scanning Qtrial
i increases and becomes close to the

correct Q-value, the ghost should disappear and
εi decreases, while when Qtrial

i passes the correct Q-value and increases
further, the ghost should reappear and εi increases again (Draganov
for the retrieved ghost at 0.35 s using the data from the horizontal well.

F
ε
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et al., 2013). Therefore, we pick the optimal Qtrial at the lowest point in
the Qtrial − ε diagram as the effective Q of the overburden above a spe-
cific ghost-producing layer. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the
scanning Qtrial and the maximum absolute amplitude ε for the ghost at
0.35 s; the graph also indicates the chosen effective Qeff

trial =56.0 of the
overburden down to the fourth layer, which is very close to the theoret-
ically calculated value Qeff =56.3. For a Qtrial equal to the effective Q of
the overburden above the fourth layer, the ghost arrival at 0.35 s in
Fig. 5 disappears, while the amplitude of the physical events improves,
as the yellow box in Fig. 5 highlights. The identified ghost arrival at
0.13 s has also been mostly attenuated, which means the effective Q-
value above the third layer is close to the value for the effective Q
above the fourth layer. Note that we take the physical event around
0.25 s (blue box in Fig. 5) as reference to normalize Fig. 5:a and Fig. 5:
b (as well as the following Fig. 7), in order to compare the change in
the amplitudes before and after the Q-compensation.

We suppose that the proposed grid-searching method for the
Q-compensation is valid, and possess the ability to be adapted for com-
plex real-world applications. For example, we simply compute the
mean of the maximum absolute amplitude as a scanning parameter
ε in this work, but we could also compute the standard deviation of
the maximum amplitude instead, in which case the relationship
between Qtrial and ε would be different.

4. Q-estimation using a vertical well

Fig. 6:a shows the retrieved responses from the base-survey data of
the vertical well (zoomed Fig. 2:d). According to Draganov et al. (2013),
we could easily identify the horizontal ghost arrivals as such because
they display polarity reversal at the top of the ghost-producing layer,
as the red circles in Fig. 6:a indicate.With these polarity-reversal points,
we could determine the position of the layer interfaces or the thickness
of each layer, and the velocity of each layerwith a quasi-1-D assumption
of the medium. Therefore, we are able to describe the kinematic repre-
sentation for the identified non-physical events (Fig. 6:a) as if theywere
recorded with coinciding source and receiver at the position of the top
of the ghost-producing layer. On the other hand, we can also see the in-
. 5. The retrieved zero-offset reflection trace (a) before and (b) after Q-compensation
th the detected Qtrial=56.0 from Fig. 4.
clined non-physical arrivals which are retrieved from the correlation of
arrivals coming to the receivers from opposite directions. Based on the
information obtained from the horizontal ghosts, we could also describe
the kinematic representations for the inclined non-physical arrivals
(Fig. 6:b) as if they were recorded with coinciding source and receiver
at the position of the receiver inside the well.

To develop a method for Q-estimation using the identified horizon-
tal ghosts in a vertical well, we adapt the Q-compensation procedure of
Draganov et al. (2010). Instead of compensating all traces as we did
above for the horizontal well, we divide the transmission panel into
two parts: a part containing the autocorrelations above a specific
ghost-producing layer (the magenta box in Fig. 6:a) called UP part,
and a part containing several trace from inside the ghost-producing
layer from receivers close to the upper interface of the ghost-
producing layer (white box in Fig. 6:a) called DOWN part. As described
above, the polarity-reversal point arises at the upper interface of the
ghost-producing layer. Therefore, the retrieved responses of the UP
part are characterized by polarity opposite to that of the DOWN part.
If we sum the mean values of the retrieved responses after application
of Q-compensation to both parts (in the magenta box and the white
box), the ghost event should be eliminated. This happens because
these twomean terms after compensation would possess the same am-
plitude but opposite polarity due to the intrinsic losses inside the ghost
window. To calculate themean term of the DOWN part, in this work we
choose five traces. If this is allowed by the specific geometry of a field
data, this is a preferred way of calculation as it would decrease the
dependence on the signal-to-noise ratio of individual traces. Theoreti-
cally, even just a single trace in the DOWNpart could be used, for exam-
ple when the geophones in the well sample the layer coarsely close to
the upper interface of the ghost-producing layer. The risk in such
cases, though, is that due to low signal-to-noise ratio an erroneous Q
might be estimated. This problem might be avoided if a decision is
taken tomonitor changes only at specific layers, for example a reservoir
and the overburden close above it. This would allow for denser sensor
deployment and still keeping the costs low. An even better solution
would be to instrument the vertical well with a distributed acoustic
sensing (optical fiber). We think that the method we introduced here
will be especially helpful for data from such systems. The variability of
the polarity of the horizontal ghost inside the UP part will influence
the Q-estimation as well. The variability is due to interference with
other retrieved events. To counter such variability, we choose an UP
part a bit longer than the DOWN part t to make use of the stacking
power of the horizontal ghost assuming that other interferences will
counteract each other. If the geophone sampling inside the well allows
it, one could also apply signal-processing steps to eliminate such inter-
ferences. For example the inclined non-physical events could be sup-
pressed using singular value decomposition filtering (Melo et al.,
2013), thus lowering the variability inside the UP part.

Using the grid-searching method described above, we estimated a
minimum value of ε at Qtrial =52.5 during scanning with Qtrial from 30
to 100 with a step dQ = 0.5 for the ghost at 0.13 s. Fig. 7 displays the
retrieved zero-offset traces before (Fig. 7:a) and after (Fig. 7:b)
Q-compensation with the estimated Qtrial =52.5. The obtained Qtrial is
very close to the correct effective Qeff =52.3 of the overburden above
the third layer. Fig. 8 presents the simplified flowchart of the proposed
method.

In order to further demonstrate the validity of the adapted
Q-compensation method we propose to use for vertical wells, we
change the velocity and Q in the reservoir layer to Cp

3 = 1700m/s, and
Qp
3 = 55 for a monitor survey. In order to monitor the change of

Q-value, we apply the adapted Q-compensation method to both
vertical-well datasets, i.e., to the base and monitor surveys. Fig. 9
shows the calculated relationship between Qtrial and ε for the based
survey and themonitor survey. The panels in Fig. 9:a,c indicate the esti-
mated effective Q-value above the third layer, which are effectively the
same. The panels in Fig. 9:b,d present the effective Q-value above the



ig. 6. (a) The retrieved responses using SI applied to the data from the verticalwell of the base survey. The kinematic representation for four detectednon-physical events are described as

¼ 2� d2
v2
(from the 2nd layer), t ¼ 2� d3

v3
(from the 3rd layer), t ¼ 2� d4

v4
(from the 4th layer), and t ¼ 2�ðd2v2 þ

d3
v3
Þ (from the 2nd and 3rd layer). (b) The zoomed details of the yellow box in (a).

he red circles indicate the polarity reversal points on the horizontal ghost arrivals. The kinematic representation for three detected physical events are described as t ¼ 2�ðd1−x
v1

þ d1
v1
Þ (the

pper lightblue line), t ¼ 2�ðd1−x
v1

þ d2
v2
Þ (the lower lightblue line), and t ¼ 2�ðd1þd2−x

v2
Þ (the blue line).
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fourth layer, which indicate a change of the Q-value in the reservoir
layer. Thus, we are able to estimate the Q-values from a vertical-well
data using the adapted Q-compensation method, that would signifi-
cantly save the cost in money and computing.

We also compare the performance of the SI method we propose
against themost commonly usedmethod – the SRmethod.Here,we fol-
ig. 7. The retrieved zero-offset reflection trace (a) before and (b) after Q-compensation
ith the estimated Qtrial = 52.5. The blue box highlights the physical event, reflection,
om the top interface of the second layer; the yellow box highlights the physical event,
eflection, from the bottom interface of the second layer. Two green boxes highlight the
on-physical events from the third and the fourth layer, respectively.

Response

layer-specific ghosts

Q-compensation

effective Q

1-D grid searching

Vertical well

intrinsic Q

Fig. 8. Flowchart of the Q-estimation procedure for vertical-well data using SI.
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lowMatsushima et al. (2016) to calculate Q from the SR representation

ln
A z2;wð Þ
A z1;wð Þ

� �
¼ −wΔt=2Q þ C; ð3Þ

where A(z, w) is the amplitude spectrum at angular frequency w and
depth z, and Δt is the time difference between the first arrivals from
the two receiver depths (z1, z2; here, we set z1 = 535 m and z2 = 550
m to calculate the Q in the third layer in the base survey). Using the rep-
resentation, the linear regression of the left-hand side with respect to
frequency yields a slope, k, that is equal to− πΔt/Q. The red and blue
dashed lines in Fig. 10a show the spectral amplitude at the depth of z1
and z2, respectively. Taking the logarithm of the ratio of the two ampli-
tude spectra gives the left-hand side in eq. 3, which is shown as the thin
black line in Fig. 10b. As themethod is applied in the frequency domain,
it is dependent on the chosen frequency band (Tonn, 1991). Choosing a
band shorter or longer than the optimal band would impact adversely
the linear regression of the SR. In order to avoid inaccuracies caused
by a poor frequency band, we define the most suitable frequency band
from 25 Hz to 60 Hz. Using this band, we determine Q=54.23, which
is very close to the true value Q=55.

We perform an anti-noise test for both methods to investigate their
sensitivity to random noise by adding Gaussian noise to the vertical-
well data. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) we simulate is SNR = 50.
This is a high SNR, which should ensure excellent repeatability of stable
methods. The solid lines in Fig. 10a show that the random noise intro-
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Fig. 9. The obtained relationship between the scanningQtrial and themaximumamplitude ε, (a) for the ghost caused by the third layer in base survey, (b) for the ghost caused by the fourth
layer in base survey, (c) for the ghost caused by the third layer in monitor survey, and (d) for the ghost caused by the fourth layer in monitor survey.
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duces slight oscillation in the spectrum, while the thick black line in
Fig. 10b indicates the SR amplifies due to the oscillation. The presence
of the noise leads to a significantly biased Q-estimation (Q = 79.49).
. 10. (a) Spectral amplitude at the depth of z1 = 535m (red lines), z2 = 550m (blue
es) before (dashed lines) and after (solid lines) adding Gaussian noise (SNR = 50)
) Logarithm of spectral ratio before (thin black line) and after (thick black line) add
ussian noise. The green box indicates the most suitable frequency band. Two straigh

es indicate the linear regression of ln ½Aðz2 ;wÞ
Aðz1 ;wÞ� before (red) and after (blue) add

ussian noise.
 Fig. 11. (a) Relative errors for SR method and SI method in anti-noise test. (b) Relative
.

t

error histogram distribution for both methods in anti-noise test.
We perform 115 random anti-noise tests with the same SNR= 50 by
applying both the SI and SR methods for Q-estimation. For each of
them, we calculate the relative error, i.e., the ratio between the absolute
value of the difference between the estimated and the true value and
the true value. Fig. 11a shows that the relative errors of the SI method
are very stable. They are mostly smaller and less fluctuating than the
relative errors of the SR method. This is due to the fact that the cross-
correlation operation improves the SNR, that is, not only the
cross-correlation between random noises but also the cross-
correlation between signal events and random noise is ideally zero,
whereas the cross-correlation between signal events is enhanced
(e.g., Draganov et al., 2010; Matsushima et al., 2016).

The quantity reliability (R) has been used frequently to compare two
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methods (Tonn, 1991). R is a standard which is weighted for various
error limits and is given by

R ¼ E1=10þ E2= 20þ E5=50
0:17�N

: ð4Þ

where, N is the number of samples (N=115); E1, is the number of re-
sults with error less than 10%; E2, is the number of results with error
less than 20%; and E5, is the number of results with error less than
50%. From Fig. 11b, we calculate the reliability for the SI and SR method
as RSI=1.0 and RSR=0.67, respectively. These corroborate the stability
advantage of the method we propose over the SR method.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a method of how to estimate and monitor changes in
the layer-specific quality factor (Q) using seismic interferometry by
autocorrelation applied to data from a vertical well. The method uses
non-physical arrivals (ghosts) appearing in the retrieved result due to
the intrinsic losses in the medium. Our method is an adaptation to
vertical-well data of a Q-estimation method proposed earlier only for
horizontal-well data. We further introduced a quantitative measure –
1-D grid searching – for the estimation of the Q in the
Q-compensation procedure to replace the effectively qualitative
method originally introduced for the horizontal well. We illustrated
how our method works using numerical-modelled data from an active
source at the surface and multiple geophones inside a horizontal and a
vertical well. When using data from a horizontal well, having also data
from a vertical well is imperative for the identification of the retrieved
ghosts as such and their connection to a specific subsurface layer. Our
adapted Q-estimation procedure eliminated the need for a data from a
horizontal well, thus making the Q-estimation a cheaper and practically
more feasible procedure. Compared to the performance of the spectral-
ratiomethod, themethodwe proposed ismore stable and reliable in the
presence of random noise.We envisage ourmethod to be specifically of
interest towells instrumentedwithdistributed acoustic sensing (optical
fibers).
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